Detection of briefly flashed sine-gratings in dark-adapted vision.
Scotopic contrast sensitivity was measured near 20 deg retinal eccentricity for briefly flashed (10 or 20 msec) sine-wave gratings presented in darkness to dark-adapted subjects. For very low spatial frequencies (0.2-0.5 c/deg), curves of contrast sensitivity vs luminous energy show evidence of a low rod plateau and a high scotopic region, with an intervening transition at around -2 to -2.5 log scot td sec. Similar measurements made using long flashed or flickering gratings do not show a plateau. The results suggest that vision in the low rod region is impaired for brief flashes. For the briefly flashed stimuli, curves of contrast sensitivity versus spatial frequency in the low region were best fit by simple Gaussian functions with a variable centre size (sigma c = 0.5----0.25 deg), size decreasing with increasing flash energy. Difference-of-Gaussian functions with constant centre size (sigma c = 0.25 deg) provided the best fit in the high region. Overt input from the cones and grating area artefacts are excluded by appropriate tests. Calculation of photon flux into the receptive field centres suggests that signal compression in P alpha ganglion cells contributes to the low rod plateau.